Senior Full Stack Software Developer
Hannover, Germany - Full Time

Your Job at ayeT-Studios
We are looking for an experienced full stack software developer to join our team. As part of the early-stage
team you will work directly with the founders. This is your chance to significantly shape our codebase,
infrastructure, and future - using PHP, Java, AWS and DynamoDB.
At the core of your position you will be working on algorithms managing the way ads are delivered to users,
taking into consideration multiple data points like device data, ad environment, targeting, and user data all in real time. Your main focus will be to optimize ad delivery to every individual user, reducing costs for
advertisers, creating higher ad relevance and value for customers, and improve revenue implications for
publishers. You will be using state of the art technology to handle big amounts of data as well as smart &
self learning algorithms.
Like every other team member, you enjoy taking full responsibility for transforming ideas into rock-solid,
well-engineered, scalable software.

What We Do
ayeT-Studios develops the next generation world-class mobile marketing platform, building monetization,
engagement, analytics and discovery tools.
Our holistic platform approach connects app developers, marketers, device manufacturers, advertisers and
publishers to achieve greater business success. Thus finding, enabling, understanding, engaging and
monetizing their target audiences more effectively. Over 10.000 advertisers have been running campaigns
on the ayeT-Studios platform already, more than 250 app developers use our monetization solutions and
over 1.000.000 app installs are delivered monthly.
We believe that the quick evolving mobile advertising market with ad formats like in-app videos,
interstitials, banners and offerwalls is just the beginning. We are eager to shape the future of mobile
advertising and are looking for your support to make it happen.

Who We Are
ayeT-Studios is based in the heart of Hannover. Our team includes entrepreneurs, economists and
engineers. We enjoy superior quality, high reliability, speed and pragmatism. We are focused on simplicity
for our customers by leveraging deep technical know how to build superior products and services.
Being part of ayeT-Studios means being part of a team with substantial knowledge and experience in the
mobile ad tech industry. The team has a significant entrepreneurial background. Working at ayeT-Studios is
one of the most exciting startup job opportunities in Hannover today.

What To Expect
● Hands-on work on the ad tech platform of the future
● The opportunity to shape the system landscape of a young tech startup
● Insights into a highly innovative business idea with huge learning potential and new technologies
● Flat hierarchies combined with a get-things-done atmosphere
● Flexible working hours in a laid-back, young but highly motivated team

Your Profile
● Skill Set:
○ PHP (cakePHP)
○ Java SE (Android SDK - optional)
○ Javascript (nodejs & jQuery - optional)
○ Databases (relational, document-oriented & key-value)
○ Xcode (ObjC / Swift - optional)
○ Basic CSS & HTML skills
○ Amazon Web Services
○ Linux/Unix development & production environments
● You have at least 2 years of professional working experience
● You have written large amounts of quality code
● You are an experienced PHP developer that has worked with modern cloud infrastructure
● You are a quick learner and love to tackle challenges that are not easy to solve
● You have fun taking over responsibility for projects and stand up for results
● Your are motivated to shape the future of a young startup
● You like to work in a young but highly professional team

How To Apply
Are you interested? We are looking forward to your email containing your CV and relevant experience - in
English or German.
Email: jobs@ayetstudios.com
Website: www.ayetstudios.com

